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ST4 Teaching - FRCR 2B Viva Session: 3 hours teaching time
Total Attendees: 463 from 32 Countries (Australia, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Canada, Czech
Republic, Egypt, India, Iraq, Ireland, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Malaysia, Mexico, Nigeria, Oman,
Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Tanzania,
Trinidad and Tobago, Turkey, UAE, UK, USA, Yemen, Zimbabwe).
Total feedback received from 94 participants
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"Amazing educator- has lots of time and patience for trainees. Excellent array of cases- so many
incredible learning points and radiology pearls. Creates an atmosphere conducive for
interaction." (UK).
Great session delivered by a knowledgeable and experienced examiner. Look forward to Kesi's
next session (UK).
Excellent viva simulation (Saudi Arabia).
Brilliant cases! Particularly the Budd Chiari and liver transplant cases. Dr. Nayagam was very
good as an examiner where he was ensuring cases are kept to time, asking questions relevant
to exam and having a very non-judgmental approach (UK).
"Excellent tips and tricks. Thank you very much Hopefully to sit one hot seat in next viva with
you as I will enter next March exam" (Saudi Arabia).
Awesome (Turkey).
Keep up the good work!! (Pakistan).
Dr Kasy was excellent as always (UK).
Excellent cases by Dr kesavan. Really interesting and unusual and thought process provoking
(Pakistan).
Amazing cases and very good discussions (India).
Top class 2B session! I also noticed for the first time that the pass code is 007! Dr. Khan is
definitely the Don of International Radiology and James Bond of RCR (UK).
"Amazing cases Encouraging feedback and tips" (UAE).
Excellent teaching, clear and concise feedback (UK).
Would love attend more sessions like this (UK).
Very good. good feedback from the examiner. good approach to examining the candidates (UK).
Excellent talks (Pakistan).
Great teaching as always (UK).
Marvellous (Pakistan).
Excellent session and discussion (Kenya).
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Excellent talk (UK).
Amazing thank u Dr khan and team (Pakistan).
Great, many thanks (UK).
Very informative (Saudi Arabia).
Exceptional (Oman).
it’s perfect and need to be continued (Pakistan).
Keep it up! (Kenya).
Perfect (Pakistan).
Everything was perfect (Saudi Arabia).
Great teaching (Pakistan).
What a brainstorming viva (Saudi Arabia).
Excellent cases (Ireland).
Great cases, well-paced vivas, and superb explanations (UK).
Excellent exam preparation (Pakistan).
"Excellent variety of cases with varying complexities Useful and encouraging feedback for all
candidates" (UK).
Very good cases and excellent examiner as teacher (Pakistan).
"Very engaging session Top class cases" (Pakistan).
Great (Pakistan).
"Good variety of cases shown. Well timed. Useful feedback given with praise and constructive
feedback." (UK).
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